THIS WALLPAPER REQUIRES PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION. DO NOT CUT OR INSTALL BEFORE READING THESE INSTRUCTIONS.

HAVE A QUESTION? HAVE A CRISIS!
We are here to support you and get you back on track.
Mon-Fri 6A-2P PST: 971-645-9168 or info@dropitmodern.com
After hours Hotline: installers@dropitmodern.com

IMPORTANT
Inspect your order within five (5) days of receiving it. If drop it MODERN is not made aware of any issues within this 5 day window, any potential replacement order would have to be paid by customer. Verify the pattern and quantity before opening the first roll. Check the wallpaper for any issues. Find something that’s not right? Stop immediately (do not install defective material) and contact us so we can correct your order. If no defect is evident before installation, the material should be inspected after three (3) panels are installed. Product must be installed by a professional installer experienced with double cutting. drop It MODERN is not responsible for errors in paper due to incorrect trimming or hanging practices. If any defect is evident at this time (or at any point in the installation) no additional material should be hung until drop it MODERN is notified. No claims will be allowed for more than 3 panels on the wall. No labor claims will be allowed at any time. Please note, we will require the defective material to be sent back to us for inspection.

ABOUT OUR WALLPAPERS
Straight match in the pattern orientation. We offer several different paper types that vary in widths. Confirm which type you are using before starting. Standard panel length is 10’L. Customized orders vary in length. If you order more than one panel, they will be bundled and shipped together.

UNTRIMMED PANELS AND DOUBLE CUTTING
Wallpaper panels are untrimmed and require double cutting. ALL ORDERS arrive with 1” WIDTH OVERLAP on left and right sides of panel (2” total per panel) to protect wallpaper during shipping and installation and allow for perfect butted seams via double cutting. 0.5” of this border is unprinted and should be removed before hanging. 0.5” of this border is printed and provides the overlap on the wall before double cutting. Once this protective border is trimmed: 30”W untrimmed papers provides 26”W nominal use / 54”W untrimmed paper provides 52”W nominal use.
CUSTOMIZED ORDERS arrive with 2” HEIGHT OVERAGE on bottom of panels to aid in positioning during installation.

BUILDING & MATERIAL CONDITIONS
The building must be weather-tight with HVAC settings (including pressure, temperature and relative humidity) the same as those of an occupied building (55 degrees F) for two (2) days prior to, throughout installation and two (2) days after installation. The walls must be structurally sound including elimination of sources of moisture accumulation into the wall or wall cavity. The wallpaper must be in a clean and dry condition and must be stored at normal occupied building temperature and humidity for at least two (2) days prior to installation. Walls must be clean, dry, and professionally primmed prior to installation.
HANGING INSTRUCTIONS

• Reference the pattern repeat before hanging to understand how the mural or repeat should appear on wall.
• Mural panels are numbered at the top and must be installed in chronological order from left to right.
• Remove unprinted white border on the left and right side of the panel.
• Use a clear premixed adhesive. Do not thin adhesive. Do not soak the printed wallpaper face in adhesive, it will cause permanent damage to design area.
• The hanging method required is based on the paper type. Confirm which paper type you are using before starting:

  MATTE Non-Woven 26”W: PASTE WALL, HANG DRY
  PEARL Non-Woven 26”W: PASTE WALL, HANG DRY
  PREMIUM Non-Woven 52”W: PASTE WALL, HANG DRY
  MATTE VINYL TYPE II 52”W: PASTE WALLPAPER, BOOK, HANG
  GRASSCLOTH VINYL TYPE II 52”W: PASTE WALLPAPER, BOOK, HANG
  PVC FREE TYPE II 52”W: PASTE WALLPAPER, BOOK, HANG

• Match paper on wall at eye level with the 1” design overlap intact on the left and right side of each panel.
• Account for this overlap when orienting pattern placement on wall.
• Ensure pattern lines up before trimming.
• Double cut excess trim on wall for perfect butt seam using a very sharp razor blade. Change blades often.
• Gently smooth the wallpaper using a soft plastic smoothing tool. Do not use any tools, like metal or abrasive brushes, that will cause permanent damage such as scratching or blushing.
• Wash adhesive completely off the printed surface of each panel after it is hung. Leftover adhesive can cause flaking and damage to wallpaper.

CARE

These instructions are for preventative maintenance. We recommend using a protective topcoat during installation to prevent stains. As needed, clean wallpaper with warm water and a non-abrasive, microfiber cloth using light pressure moving from the bottom of the panel upward. DO NOT use active solvent type cleaning preparations. Dry panel after with lint free cloth or towel. Grease and oil stains are unlikely to come out. Do not use any abrasive tools that may scratch the paper. Do not use gestures that would make the paper pill. We are unable to replace wallpaper damaged by improper cleaning.

NOTE WELL

This information is supplied in good faith, but without guarantee and on the understanding that the professional installer will have knowledge to work with differing site or atmospheric conditions and will select the appropriate installation materials for the space and paper type based on their personal installation approach.